“A window of yours, my corner of light.”

Old objects are the containers of memory.
Over time, they have been refined, with some of them fading away from our memory.
Those who still preserve, subtly prove the value of their existence.
META aims to find a new state of existence for Taiwan’s unique cypress doors and windows.
Using the cast-off cypress window and door frames from old house renovation,
We make these needless materials regenerate as reading lamps.
Wish this memory and the smell of wood always be with us, through the light.
Whims - LED bed reading lamp

Light Source: 1.2W CREE LED
Light Control: 3 levels touch dimming (30%-70%-100%)
Working Voltage: 5VDC
Dimensions: Base-L10 W5 H2.2cm, Neck-L30cm
Materials: Cast-off cypress window frame